
From: Mathew.Buckley@eastriding.gcsx.gov.uk  

Sent: Thursday, December 3, 2015 4:12 PM 
To: info@island-man.co.uk  

Subject: Nigel Leighton  

  
Dear Mr Strangeway  
 
I hope your are well.  I have been asked to look at your complaint regarding Nigel Leighton.    
 
Your complaint is as follows -  
 
As Nigel Leighton has clearly misled the Cabinet and the public, by his false unsubstantiated 
statement that there are no equality implications , I would like to register a formal complaint against 
Nigel.    
 
In addition , actions must not be undertaken as a result of the consultation without an EIA being 
carried out.  
 
The complaint referred to a posting on your website. This included a link to a report headed ' Local 
Government ( Miscellaneous Provisions ) Act 1976 - Section 63 - Alterations to Taxi Rank , Railway 
Street , Pocklington - Consultation Exercise'.  The report asked for approval from Cabinet for a 
consultation exercise in relation to a proposal to remove a taxi rank situated in Railway Street 
Pocklington. I have to point out here,  although you no doubt recall,  that the request to remove this 
taxi rank came from yourself. Your post on April 23 2015 headed ' Pocklington Taxi Only Disgrace ' 
 requested '.. . that these parking spaces are made fully available for general parking by removing ' 
TAXIS ' and the yellow line at the earliest opportunity.'  You clearly have the right to change your mind 
and appear to have done so in relation to this matter. However the post you made on the 23 April 
demonstrates a hyperbolic manner of address which you also demonstrate in your latest post and to 
which I will return.    
 
The report does not ask Cabinet to make a decision as to the removal or not of the taxi rank. It asks 
for authority to carry out a consultation. Once that consultation exercise has been completed it may 
be necessary for the Council to carry out an EIA to inform its decision making. Therefore Mr Leighton 
did not mislead the Cabinet and the public as there are no equality implications at this stage in the 
process.  
 
I have also to  take up again what I have referred to as your hyperbolic manner of address. To accuse 
an officer of an authority of misleading Members and the public is a very serious allegation and one 
that should not be made lightly. Such allegations could form the basis for an action in libel to be taken 
against an individual who makes them.  Therefore the individual making such an allegation should be 
very sure of their ground. In this case you had no grounds at all for making such a statement. The 
statement was published on your website without you even contacting the Council to establish if there 
was any basis to your allegations.  I have therefore to advise you not to resort to such offensive and 
potentially actionable language in the future  when referring to individual officers of this Council.  
 
 
 
 
Mathew Buckley 
Head of Legal and Democratic Services  
Tel (01482 ) 393100 
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